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Abstract
Introduction: Urothelial carcinoma of the bladder typically metastasizes to the regional lymph nodes
and to visceral sites including bones, lung and liver. Metastasis to supraclavicular lymph nodes is
extremely rare.
Case Presentation: We describe a 62-yr-old female with a rare manifestation of disseminated urothelial
bladder cancer, with an extensive nested component, who presented with generalized
lymphadenopathy. This clinical picture would be most compatible with a malignant lymphoma. The
primary diagnostic approach was fine-needle aspiration cytology performed on a palpable mass on the
left supraclavicular region.
Conclusion: Fine-needle aspiration cytology, in conjunction with immunocytochemistry, can successfully
guide the clinicians to identify the primary site of a neoplasm, especially in unusual cases such as ours.
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Introduction
[1]. The nested variant of UC (NVUC), whether
pure or mixed, has an aggressive behavior and
Bladder cancer is the sixth most common
represents 0.3% of bladder carcinomas [2].
cancer in the United States. The vast majority of
Metastatic spread of UC tends to occur through
bladder cancers are urothelial carcinomas (UCs)
the lymphatics or blood vessels, the most
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Figure 1: (A) Neck CT. Left supraclavicular lymph node block measuring 3x4 cm. (B) Fig. 1b. Chest CT. Right
paratracheal (thick arrow), left paratracheal (thin arrow) and upper mediastinum (arrow head) lymph node
enlargement. (C) & (D) Supraclavicular lymph node fine-needle aspiration cytology. Highly atypical mostly
single cells with high nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio, irregular nuclear membrane, coarsely granular chromatin
and prominent, occasionally multiple, nucleoli. (Diff Quick stain, x400)

common site of metastasis being the regional
lymph nodes (LNs) [3]. Pathologic specimens
from contemporary radical cystectomy series
reveal LN metastasis in up to 26% of resected
tumors [4]. Distal LNs are less frequently
involved and spread to supradiaphragmatic
nodes
is
uncommon
[5].
Moreover,
supraclavicular LN metastasis is extremely rare
[6, 7].
We report a case 62-yr-old female with a rare
presentation of disseminated urothelial bladder
cancer initially mimicking a lymphoma because
of generalized lymphadenopathy including
supraclavicular lymph node involvement.
Additionally, this case, describes the use of fineneedle aspiration (FNA) as the first line
diagnostic procedure that guided the clinicians
to the correct diagnosis.
34

Case Report
A 62-yr-old woman smoker was admitted to our
hospital complaining of a palpable mass on the
left supraclavicular region. According to the
patient the swelling appeared within the
previous month. Physical examination was
remarkable for a 3x3.5 cm firm palpable mass in
the left supraclavicular area. Additionally, right
cervical, bilateral axillary and inguinal lymph
nodes were noted. Neck computed tomography
(CT) revealed a left supraclavicular lymph node
block measuring 3x4 cm (Figure 1a), right
cervical and bilateral lower jugular chain nodes.
The clinical and radiographic findings supported
the diagnosis of lymphoma. FNAC of the
palpable mass revealed numerous, large, highly
atypical, mostly single cells (Figures 1c, d). Rare
small loosely structured clusters were also
http://www.npplweb.com/wjp/content/6/7
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Figure 2: Supraclavicular lymph node fine-needle aspiration cytology. (A) Clusters of malignant cells that exhibit high
nuclear enlargement, irregular nuclear membrane, coarsely granular chromatin and prominent, occasionally multiple,
nucleoli. (Diff Quick stain, x400), (B) Pleomorphic neoplastic cells and a multinucleated malignant cell. (Diff Quick stain,
x600); (C) & (D) Immunocytochemical CK7 positivity of malignant cells (x400); (E) Immunocytochemical CKhigh positivity
of malignant cells (x400) (F) Immunocytochemical nuclear p63 positivity of malignant cells (x400).

observed (Figure 2a). In some cells the
cytoplasm was delicate, whereas, in others it
was abundant and well defined. The nuclei
were large, occasionally eccentric, with irregular
nuclear membrane, coarsely granular chromatin
and prominent, occasionally multiple, nucleoli
(Figures 1c,d and 2b). The morphologic features
of our FNA smears helped us rule out the
diagnosis of lymphoma or small cell lung
carcinoma. Although a metastatic melanoma
could not be excluded, a metastatic carcinoma
of unknown origin was considered most
possible. On immunocytochemistry, tumor cells
were positive for CK7 (Figures 2c,d), CKhigh
(Figure 2e), and p63 (Figure 2f), while negative
for TTF-1, Melan A, S-100 protein, Estrogen
35

Receptor (ER), GCDFP-15 and Napsin A. The
immunocytochemical findings helped us to rule
out the diagnosis of melanoma.
The
cytomorphological
and
immunocytochemical features of the tumor
cells were compatible with a poorly
differentiated carcinoma. While we were not
able to determine, with certainty, the primary
site based on the markers (TTF-1 (-), Napsin A (), ER (-), GCDFP-15 (-)), in our cytology report
we urged the clinicians to include the urinary
tract system in their further investigation as the
tumor cells were positive for CK7, p63 and CK
high; an immunoprofile that is consistent with
UC among other carcinomas.
http://www.npplweb.com/wjp/content/6/7
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Figure 3: Histology of supraclavicular lymph node excitional biopsy; (A) Metastatic poorly differentiated
carcinoma infiltrating the lymph node (Hematoxylin-Eosin, x40); (B) Anaplastic cells with irregular nuclear
membrane, coarsely granular chromatin and prominent, occasionally multiple, nucleoli (Hematoxylin-Eosin,
x100); (C) Immunohistochemical Uroplakin positivity of malignant cells (x40); (D) Immunohistochemical
CK7 positivity of malignant cells (x100).

CT of the chest and abdomen revealed bilateral
upper and lower paratracheal, paraortic,
subaortic, hilar, subcarinal, right common and
right external iliac LNs (Figure 1b). The lung
parenchyma, the liver and the other organs did
not demonstrate any evidence of malignancy.
The urinary bladder was empty and thus, not
examined. Mammography, bronchoscopy,
gastroscopy and colonoscopy were performed;
the only remarkable finding was enlargement of
axillary LNs bilaterally.
Additionally, three voided urine specimens
were examined by cytology. The urinary smears
revealed numerous, highly atypical cells, mainly
single, in an inflammatory background. A few
loose clusters were also observed. The cells had
36

irregular
configuration
and
high
nucleocytoplasmic ratio. The nuclei were large,
hyperchromatic, with irregular contour and
coarsely granular chromatin, and occasionally
demonstrated enlarged single or multiple
nucleoli (Figures 3a, b). Thus, the diagnosis of a
high grade UC was made. Ultrasound showed a
large papillary mass at the posterior wall of the
bladder measuring 2x2.5 cm. Cystoscopy
demonstrated a large protruding mass
measuring 2x2.2 cm. Biopsies demonstrated
extensive infiltration of the mucosa and
muscularis propria of the bladder by a UC mixed
type. Thus, the tumor demonstrated
histological features both of a conventional
high-grade and of a NVUC. (Figures 3c, d). In
http://www.npplweb.com/wjp/content/6/7
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Figure 4: Photomicrograph (A) & (B) Urine cytology, showing highly atypical cells mainly single or in small
clusters, in an inflammatory background with irregular configuration and high nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio.
The nuclei are large, hyperchromatic, with irregular contour and coarsely granular chromatin and single or
multiple prominent nucleoli. (C) & (D) Histology of the urinary bladder biopsy. Representative Hematoxylin
and Eosin-stained images of nested UC associated with traditional UC.

order to confirm the extremely rare diagnosis of
supraclavicular LNs metastasis by urothelial
bladder cancer, as suggested by the FNAC,
excisional biopsy of the palpable mass was
performed and showed extensive infiltration by
an undifferentiated epithelial-like malignant
neoplasm (Figures 4a,b).
Immunohistochemistry was positive for
uroplakin (Figure 4c), CK7 (Figure 4d), focally
positive for p63 and CK20, negative for TTF-1,
Napsin A, GCDFP-15, Hep Par-1, CK17,
mesothelin, CK19-9, CDX-2, Melan A and S-100
protein.
Thus,
morphological
and
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immunohistochemical analysis confirmed the
diagnosis of a metastatic mixed NVUC.
Discussion
Bladder cancer is the most common malignant
disease of the urinary tract and represents 4.5%
of all new cancer cases in the U.S. UC is the
predominant histological type in the United
States and Western Europe, where it accounts
for approximately 90% of bladder cancers [1].
NVUC is a rare histologic entity with
deceptively bland morphologic appearance
resembling von Brunn’s nests infiltrating the
lamina propria. Studies have suggested that
http://www.npplweb.com/wjp/content/6/7
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NVUC, seen either in pure form or mixed with a
component of traditional UC, has aggressive
behavior and poor prognosis [2].
UC of the bladder has variable metastatic
potential and almost any organ can be involved
[3]. Spread by the lymphatics leads to
involvement of the regional LNs in the pelvis
and abdomen [3, 5].
Blood – borne metastases occur in the later
stages with lesions in the liver, lungs, bones,
adrenals, heart, brain and kidneys [3, 7]. In an
autopsy study that evaluated 367 cases with
muscle invasive bladder cancer, metastases
were found in up to 68% of the patients [7].
Additionally, autopsy studies have shown that
in 30-40% of patients with bladder cancer,
regional LNs may be the only site of metastasis
[4].
Metastases to supraclavicular LNs are extremely
rare. Our search in the English literature
revealed 4 case reports and two series that
included 4 patients with cervical LN metastasis
of urothelial bladder carcinoma [8-11, 3, 6].
Hessan et al, reviewed 207 cases of urogenital
tract tumors with head and neck metastases
and reported only three cases of urothelial
bladder cancer that demonstrated metastasis to
cervical LNs [6]. In our patient, the presence of
enlarged inguinal, intra-abdominal, mediastinal
and especially supraclavicular LNs was profound
at presentation and thus the first clinical
impression was of a lymphoproliferative
disease. Additionally, in our case, the diagnosis
of extensive LN metastastic disease was not
accompanied by organ involvement. A similar
clinical presentation was reported only by
Kancharla et al [8].
Cytological examination of voided urine has
proved to be an inexpensive, quick, noninvasive and reliable method for identification
of the patients who develop high-grade
urothelial carcinoma [12]. Although our patient
did not report gross hematuria or any other
symptoms from the urinary tract, she was
38
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diagnosed with a high grade UC by cytology.
Thus, urine cytology can play a key role in
detecting the urinary system as the primary site
of a metastatic carcinoma of unknown origin.
Furthermore, the urine cytology specimens of
our patient demonstrated substantial cytologic
abnormalities in contrast to the bland
morphology of the neoplastic cells described by
Cardillo and associates in a series of 7 cases of
NVUC [13]. This may be attributed to the
traditional UC component observed in our
patient’s bladder biopsy.
FNAC has proved to be a safe, accurate and
rapid method. FNAC is used widely in the
evaluation of lesions in various anatomic sites
including the lymph nodes. FNAC, combined
with different ancillary techniques, has gained a
definitive role in the diagnosis of benign
lymphadenopathies,
such
as
reactive
hyperplasia,
infections,
granulomatous
lymphadenopathies, as well as malignant, such
as metastatic neoplasms and lymphomas [1416].
Our case demonstrates that FNAC, in
conjunction with immunocytochemistry, can
successfully guide the clinicians to identify the
primary site of the neoplasm, even in rare and
unusual cases, such as ours, where extensive
lymphadenopathy was the first sign of the
disease.
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